Panorama view of bee colonies in trees in Tanzania: In many regions, swarms are caught in hives fixed in trees. If it’s far away
enough from the “own” apiary, own reproduction swarms or absconding swarms can also be caught. Ute Schneider-Ritter

The African Way:
Healthy Bee Colonies and Sustainable
Income Maintenance
by Dr. Wolfgang Ritter, Ute Schneider Ritter, Martin Ritter and Gozde Okcu
Honey bees, as pollinators of plants for better harvest
and as producers of honey, make an important contribution to our food. In recent decades, there have been some
massive losses of bee colonies in America and Europe. For
these losses of bee colonies a series of causes have been
identified. However diseases seem to play an important
role.
As an expert on the World Organization for Animal
Health (OIE/Paris) and the World Organization of Beekeeping Organizations (Apimondia/Rome), I have been
searching for many years for systems where bee colonies
survive disease without the use of medication. Looking at
the OIE atlas of bee disease spreading you can detect many
white spots on the African continent. Certainly, it can be
concluded that respective examinations have not been
conducted. But more often bee colonies, especially in East
Africa, usually do not have problems with brood diseases
like American foulbrood and Varroa-Virus-Infections.
Bee Health in Africa
American foulbrood (AFB) is known since ancient
times and should have occurred in these parts of Africa
also. However, the first evidence of Paenibacillus larvae, the
pathogen of AFB, could be confirmed recently by Ellis and
Mum (2005) in Kenya obviously showing no clinical signs
of this disease. In our own examinations in East Africa,
we could neither state an outbreak of AFB nor prove its
pathogen in honey samples taken from food stored around
brood areas. The bee races there evidently own a very
strong hygiene behavior enabling them to remove any infected larvae before the infectious spores can develop.
The varroa mite has been spread for a long time already
in North and South Africa. Its distribution could also be
proved recently in West, Middle and East Africa. Because
of the epidemiology of this parasite, it can be concluded
that it has been spread all over this continent for many
years already. Problems with this parasite are only rarely reported from Africa. If there are reports, they mostly
come from so-called “modern” apiaries, where the application of American/European management methods using multiple-story hives had been introduced.
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Here, already medical treatment has been applied or
is going to be taken into account, because of these losses.
During our examinations in East Africa, we often could
also find varroa mites and some viruses transferred by the
mite, like Acute Bee Paralysis Virus and Deformed Wing
Virus, but without showing considerable effect on the
colony’s health or causing visible damage. Obviously, the
strong hygienic behavior also helps them to keep the infestation rate of varroa mites low.
In discussions with beekeepers and experts accompanying us, we could more and more clearly reveal other correlations. The key factor seems to be the bees’ swarming
instinct and the connected self-healing capacity by honey
bee colonies.
Local African Bee Management
To understand all this, you have to understand first the
East African way of managing bee colonies. In small farmers’ apiaries, the bee colonies are nearly exclusively kept
in hives with fixed combs. A detection of brood diseases is
only possible by examining bees, food and debris. In many
regions, they have already switched to use hives based on
the principle of “Kenya top-bar hives”: The combs can be
moved because they hang at mobile top bars. A frame is not
necessary, because the combs are not fixed to the slant sides
(angle: ca. 68°), thus staying mobile. The top bars form a
compact surface and protect the bees` nest. So, only a small
gap is opened when the nest is inspected. In many African
regions it is common to open hives of the quite defensive
bee colonies by night only. We demonstrate to the beekeepers in East Africa how to handle and examine colonies in
top-bar hives even during the day. For honey harvest, the
combs are extracted, squeezed out or they drip out in baskets, like it is usually done with any other local hive. In this
way the combs are always newly built and, contrary to our
management system, less contaminated with pathogens of
diseases and residues from the environment.
Swarming for reproduction
Moreover, local and top-bar hives are considerably
smaller than multiple-story hives and are not extended by
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supers with frames and combs. So the bee colony itself can
define the size of its nest. In those nests adapted to the colony size, bees are able to care better for brood hygiene and
to remove infected or infested brood. In addition, the small
hive volume avoids combs being left uncontrolled by the
bees and destroyed by wax moths. Moreover, a small hive
volume stimulates the colony’s swarming instinct. As
nothing is done against swarming, the colonies are used
to swarming quite frequently. All African bee races show a
vivid swarming behavior. Several swarms per year or serial swarms are not exceptional. In the American/European management system with multiple-story hives, the bee
colony’s swarming instinct only develops when a colony
has already grown to a considerable size. So it may become
difficult for swarms in some regions to find enough food to
survive in times of forage scarcity.
Swarming to change the location
In some regions in Africa, especially where the availability of forage or water depends on seasonal fluctuations,
the bee colonies are used to migrating on certain routes.
Contrary to swarming for reproduction, all bees leave their

Development cooperation does not mean to introduce something learned and experienced at home but to listen ― sometimes for a nearly endless time ― and to learn from those conversations. This more than 80-year-old beekeeper tells us in
Ethiopia about his experiences with his traditional way of beekeeping. Ute Schneider-Ritter

In Uganda my wife Ute talks with a beekeeper family about their
situation. Especially women repeatedly stress how strange it is
for them to treat bees with medicaments when even they themselves and their children are not sufficiently provided with adequate means. Ute Schneider-Ritter
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In Tanzania, we are training students and others in order to distinguish healthy from ill brood. As expert consultants they can
later help beekeepers in their daily work. Ute Schneider-Ritter

nest if a colony swarms in order to migrate. The reduced
and finally stopped brood rearing are signs that swarming is on the way. As soon as the remaining food stocks
can be stored in the honey stomachs of the bees, migration
swarming starts.
Moreover, the bee races in East Africa react very sensitively against disturbance and abscond from their nest
when they are bothered too much. This can be initiated by
frequent ant attacks or if a colony is strongly affected by
Small or Big Hive Beetles. Last but not least, frequent or
massive manipulations by humans can also be the cause.
In nests of absconded or migrated colonies, the combs are
rapidly destroyed by wax moths. Thus natural sanitization
is accomplished.
Great variety of nesting places
Of course, there is the question of where the swarms fly
to. Reproduction swarms are looking for a nesting hole at
a distance of at least one kilometer from their former one
in order to decrease the risk of a possible transfer of diseases and to increase the chance of finding abundant food
supplies. Absconding swarms sometimes choose a nesting
hole more in the vicinity. Even outside of forests it is very

In local forestry beekeeping, like here in Tanzania, hives to be
occupied by bee colonies are hung up in trees and can easily be
managed. Just to pick up the hive someone has to climb on the
tree. On the ground you can work in peace, because all flight
bees are up in the tree. With a branch fork and a self-releasing
knot you can hang the box up again without anyone having to
climb again. Ute Schneider-Ritter
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hygiene behavior alone — extraordinarily well developed
with the African bee races — is not sufficient to prevent
the outbreak of diseases and to provoke self-healing.

To avoid too much heat for beekeepers and for their bees as
well, colonies are preferably placed into the dense bush or under trees, like here in Uganda. The beekeeper is explaining to
Gözde and Martin from ”Bees for the World” which hives are
not populated. If there is enough forage, an absconded colony
can easily be replaced by a swarm caught in the trees. Ute
Schneider-Ritter

easy in Africa for bees to find new nesting holes, because
it is common everywhere to hang up small containers or
hive-boxes into trees, as swarm catchers. As soon as they
are occupied, the beekeepers take them and include them
into their own apiary. This complies with honey bees’ wish
to settle in a nesting hole more than five meters above the
ground, with a volume of about 40 liters. In local East-African beekeeping it is usual to indicate the total number of
owned hives and the portion occupied by bees; because
the number of colonies kept changes according to the season and the local conditions. The statement “I’m the owner of a number of bee colonies” is strange there and has
probably been suggested from abroad. If beekeepers are
instructed to keep the bee colonies in their apiary throughout the year, they must provide them with food and water
and honeycombs must be stored. This presents additional
problems without bringing benefits.
Swarming and Bee Health
The different forms of swarming seem to be of great
importance for bee health. Absconding and migration
swarming lead to the complete demolition of all combs by
wax moths. When swarming for reproduction, disruption
of brood rearing occurs. In the “old colony” it can only
start again after the new queen has mated with drones. In
the swarm itself, the “old queen” can only continue brood
rearing after combs are built and first stored food is available. Moreover, the bees tend to cover the raw inside of
the nesting holes with propolis to protect everything from
infections.
The disinfection of the nest as well as the construction
of new combs and the interruption of brood rearing are
therefore essential elements to provoke self-healing with
bees in East Africa. In this way the bee colonies are able
to prevent the outbreak of diseases like foulbrood and the
collapse of colonies because of a varroa-virus-infection.
This process is similar to sanitization measures usually
practiced in Europe and other parts of the world to control
varroa and other diseases.
If this natural renovation of the brood nest and the repeated swarming is interrupted, as it is done in most of
the management methods applied in America and Europe,
problems are frequently caused; because nest and body
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Bee colonies either leave their apiary to multiply after swarming, to migrate to new regions or to escape from a disturbance.
As soon as there are good foraging conditions, the colonies
return and can be caught easily in swarm trees. At the apiary,
they are either lodged in new hives or remain in the swarm
catchers. This cycle represents an essential element of the
self-healing capacity of the African bee. Wolfgang Ritter

Development Cooperation and its effects
Many projects of development cooperation aim at increasing the productive capacity of bee colonies in Africa
by introducing the American/European management
method in multiple-story hives and intending as well
to increase the beekeepers’ income. But by this strategy
also our problems are imported to Africa. Local apiaries called “modern” are reporting high honey yields but
also increasing health problems in their bee colonies. Varroa treatment is requested or already practiced. For this
purpose, the medicaments commonly used with us are
on their “wish list.” As the local climate is mostly too hot
for vaporizing substances like organic acids and ethereal
oils, medicaments with synthetic substances are preferred.
Unfortunately, such medicaments are often disposed of in
the African market when they are no longer salable here.
Residues in wax and honey inevitably occur.
But what is even more serious is that every single treatment deteriorates the natural self-healing capacity of the
bee colony and prevents the bee colony from maintaining its natural tolerance against the varroa mite. And the
import or spreading of foreign bee races is an even more
fatal error. Though it apparently helps to make beekeeping more profitable and to reduce the risk of being stung
frequently by bees, it finally leads to a disaster concerning
bee health. This has not only been stated in Egypt after
the import of the Apis mellifera carnica from Europe. Only
native races are optimally adapted to the specific local
conditions and can develop stable natural tolerances. In
addition, costs and workload for the honey harvested are
generally lower. The beekeeper who wants to get more
honey offers more hives to be occupied.
Development cooperation without sustainability
But not only bees are suffering. By the import of hives
and equipment also beekeepers are lured into a financial
trap. It is often difficult to replace the “donated” things on
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the local market. Not only stainless steel but also wooden
boards are too expensive in some regions for the local population. Moreover, beekeepers are equipped with devices
like frame hives and extractors, which they don’t need basically. On the local market, honey dripped off or pressed
out and also comb honey sells very well. It would be much
more important to prefer the use of local natural resources
for comb construction and to support local handcraft.
Without doubt, productive capacity is increased by the
introduction of the American/European management
method required and practiced by development cooperation but also by local institutions. In most cases, there are
large enterprises built up in the end, however not achieving good prices for their honey on the world market. In
consequence, they flood the local market with cheap products, in turn depriving small farmers and families of their
means of existence.
The author in the youth project: These Ethiopian youth groups
are meeting at ”their bee place” to hear music, to chat about
this, that and the other, and by the way handle the bee colonies.
After lodging the colonies in African top-bars, they can follow
what is going on in the bee colony. Ute Schneider-Ritter

better future for Africa. But we, the Americans and Europeans as well, can learn a lot from Africans, at least concerning bee health.

In Ethiopia, training is organized locally by one of our partners,
“Bees for Development”: Only participants reaching the respective training target are invited for the consecutive training
course. Hive construction with locally available materials, as
demonstrated here, is part of the basic training. It is followed by
the lodging of swarms and honey harvest. Ute Schneider-Ritter

Fostering the African Way
The income from selling the honey of a small number
of bee colonies already allows a family to afford school
fees and school uniforms for their children thus offering
them better chances for their future. In cooperation with
our local partners our organization “BEES for the World”
fosters local management methods and reveals options
apart from often well intended but wrongly implemented development aid. Our aim is to produce high quality
products by the African way: honey for the local market
and wax free of residues for the world market. So local
apiaries are enabled to generate additional income from
the beeswax only rarely utilized in many parts of Africa.
Opposite to the classical development aid, we do not offer money to a project structure but a business model including a partnership. The major part of the benefit from
selling the wax is given back to the local partners in order to train additional beekeepers locally and offer them
the opportunity to build up their own apiary. Especially
the second-born youth, left without access to land, profit
from such a support. So, they can stay in their home villages without being forced to try to make their living as
daily workers in the overcrowded capitals.
Honey bees and the “African Way” can contribute to a
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In East Africa, bee colonies are often treated only at night,
which usually leads to high bee losses. Here we show bee inspectors in Tanzania that during the day it is much easier to
assess the condition of bee colonies without bee losses. Ute
Schneider-Ritter
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